
LinkUp Workgroup
Update text and images in an entire document

LinkUP Workgroup is a timesaving, designer-led QuarkXPress XTension that will update text 
and images in an entire document at the push of a button. It could save you literally hundreds of 
hours of update work.

LinkUP Workgroup connects QuarkXPress documents to local DBF files (simple data files 
created from .csv or .txt tiles) or to ODBC-compliant databases. It is capable of bi-directional 
update; import to your page or export from your page to the database. This is particularly useful 
if you want to create a database from an existing document.

But you don't have to be a database geek, with just a few set up instructions, you will be able to 
utilise the power of your stored data into your beautifully designed documents. Perhaps you'd 
prefer to drag library templates into a document and populate a page, updating each library item 
using LinkUP Workgroup. Useful when compiling catalogues or testing designs.

Benefits:

Update entire documents quickly and accurately.
Change images from low-res to hi-res by pointing to a different image folder.
No extra proofing required. The updated info is based solely on the datasource. No manual 
intervention means no expensive typos.
Create multiple language, price or image versions easily with LinkUP Projects. Increasing 
project profitability exponentially.

The LinkUp product family is available in different versions. A full list of functions is described in 
the following comparison chart:

LinkUPComparisonChart.pdf

Category
XTension

Theme
Database 
Publishing

Related Products
LinkUp Pricing
LinkUp Enterprise
LinkUp AutoDoc

Developer
MC Research

LinkUp Workgroup 7
Operating System 
Mac OS:
X 10.2, X 10.3, X 10.4
Win:
NT, XP
Software 
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XPress:
7.3
Language
English

Product Type
Full Version [Dongle]

Delivery Form
postal

Status
Product available

Price (Full Version)
995,- € net

Request Proposal
LinkUp Workgroup 6
Operating System 
Mac OS:
X 10.2, X 10.3, X 10.4
Win:
NT, XP
Software 
XPress:
6.5x
Language
English

Product Type
Full Version [Dongle]

Delivery Form
postal

Status
Product available

Price (Full Version)
995,- € net

Request Proposal
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